Learn-a-Skill Series 2016
LaS is another initiatives by DTES to serve as a platform for Teachers and Education Workshop Instructors to learn innovative practical skills. The main
objective is to enrich the D&T community which in turn would benefit D&T pupils. Details of the LaS sessions are as follows:
Date

Zone

Venue

Presenter

Title

Brief Description

10 Feb

East

Pasir Ris Crest
Sec Sch

Ismail Ibrahim
Ramli Sinin

Silver Soldering and Wooden
Block Guides for Joining
Acrylic Pieces at 90◦

There are two parts to this LaS session:
Revisiting silver soldering and making corner
blocks for jointing acrylic pieces at 90◦.
Participants will work in two groups for handson on the two processes.

24 Feb

West

West Spring Sec Sch

Johar Husin

Handy Tools for Bending
Acrylic

Come learn how to bend acrylic without the use
of strip heater, former or jig.

23 Mar

South

Bishan Park Sec Sch

Siti Saripah Sanusi
Abas Awi

Acrylic Paint as Finishing for
Wood

Participants will learn how to use acrylic paint
as a finishing for wood products.

13 Apr

East

Bedok View Sec Sch

Shamsulbahri Othman

Maintenance of Milling
Machine

There is safety implication if tools, equipment
and machines are not maintained and serviced
regularly. In this LaS session, participants will
learn the appropriate way to maintain and
service the milling machine in-house.

11 May

North

Sembawang Sec Sch

Mohamad Ali Yahya
Johan Abdullah Selva Ra

Bending Wood Safely

Participants will have a hands-on session to
bend wood safely in the D&T Studio.

25 May

South

Queenstown Sec Sch

Ong Ah Beng

Sharpening Tools

There is no better experience than working with
truly sharp tools and take pride of better quality
work. Most important of all, all safety issues
related to blunt tools will be eliminated.
Participants will learn how to sharpen various
tools using appropriate sharpening tools.

22 Jun

West

Fuhua Sec Sch

Jamaluddin Ali
Nor Huzaimi Hussain

Jointing Aluminium using
Propane Torch

Participants will learn a way to joint aluminium
pieces using propane torch.

To attend, please register with the respective zonal co-ordinators through email. They are:
Zone
Name of Zonal Co-ordinator
Email Address
North

Mr Chahat Bin Yussof

chahat_yussof@moe.edu.sg

East

Mr Azman Bin Ahmad

azman_ahmad@moe.edu.sg

South

Mr Iskandar Yusoff Abdullah

Iskandar_yusoff_abdullah@moe.edu.sg

West

Mr Ng Wee Choon

ng_wee_choon@moe.edu.sg

In your email, please state clearly the following:
date of LaS session that you would like to register for
your name as in NRIC
NRIC No (for security purpose)
school
mobile phone number
DTES membership status
You would need to be a DTES member to attend LaS as it is organised by DTES. If you are yet a member, please complete the subscription form to be
downloaded at http://www.dtes.org.sg/. Hand the completed form and subscription fee of $24 for a 2-year term to the Zonal Co-ordinator on the day of
the session.
Please note that the number of participants is capped at 15 per session. To avoid disappointment, you are encouraged to sign up soonest.

